
YOUR BUSINESS 

This being the digital age, starting a podcast can help your practice strengthen 
relationships with existing patients-and attract new clientele. By Angela Tufvesson 

• 

D 
r Vijaya Molloy has 
witnessed many trends in 
patient behaviour in her 
25-year dentistry career.
When she noticed many

of her patients had started following 
the advice of experts they listened to 
on podcasts-for everything from what 
to watch on Netflix to how to look after 
their health-she decided to broadcast 
her expertise outside the four walls of 
her practice. 

The result is Mind Body Mouth, a 
podcast that explores the relationship 
between oral wellbeing and the rest of 
the body and encourages listeners to 
focus on dentistry as a key part of their 
overall health. Each month, Dr Molloy 
interviews leading practitioners about 
topics like orthodontics, facial yoga, 
dental implants and the link between 
gum and gut health. 

She says the podcast helps to educate 
patients at her practice, Vitality Dental 
Tuggerah on the NSW Central Coast, 
about their clinical needs. "I like people 
to be as informed as they can be and 
have accurate information because 
there can be a lot of misinformation out 
there," says Dr Molloy. 

"If a patient with gum disease comes 
to see me, I'll refer them to the podcast I 
recorded with a periodontist in America 
about the relationship between gum 
disease and gut bacteria. If I see a child 
that I suspect to have enlarged adenoids 
and I want to refer them to an ENT, I'll 

� ask their parents to listen to the episode 
g_i about childhood development." 
' 

� The business case 
I Podcasts are incredibly popular in 
! Australia, with more than 1.9 million
• • Australians downloading audio or video
5 podcasts in an average month in 2019-
it up from under one million in 2015. Even




